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Abstract. X-ray binaries and AGN show observational evidence for magnetized hot plas-
mas. Despite years of data, very little is known on these coronae especially on the mech-
anisms responsible for their heating, and most models simply assume their existence.
However, understanding its properties has now become a key issue of the AGN and mi-
croquasars modelling. Here we consider the effect of a strong vertical magnetic field on the
corona AGN and X-ray binaries and show that its modeling (structure, heating) must be
reconsidered. As a first step, we present one mechanism that could extract energy from the
accretion disks and deposits it in the coronae: the magnetic pumping.
Key words.
1. Introduction
In addition to a blackbody component, spectra
from X-ray binaries in low/hard state, or spec-
tra of AGN exhibit a power-law high energy
tail produced by the comptonization of soft
photons from the disk by a gas of hot electrons
(kBT ≥ 100 keV) localized in the inner part of
the accreting system. When this corona domi-
nates the emission, almost the whole accretion
power of the disk is transferred to the corona.
Several geometries have been suggested, as an
ADAF-like medium (Esin et al. 1997), a slab
corona lying on both side of the accretion disk
(Haardt & Maraschi 1993), a patchy corona
with many small active regions (Galeev et al.
1979), or more recently, a hot spherical ADAF
with a thin and cold accretion disk in the inner-
most region (Liu et al. 2006).
Here, we point out that the existing mod-
elling of coronae is hard to reconcile with a
possible large scale structured magnetic field.
It is admitted that accreting systems are mag-
netized but the strength and geometry of the
field are uncertain. On this respect, the jets
observed in microquasars and AGN provide
crucial constrains. Both polarisation measure-
ments in AGN (Perlman et al. 1999) and MHD
models of jets -that reproduce best the ob-
served acceleration and collimation of matter-
point out a strong (β < 1), large scale magnetic
field anchored in the disk (Ferreira 1997).
If confirmed, such a field entirely changes
the properties of coronae. For instance, the
matter of ADAF-like models is supposed to
fall almost in free fall below some transition
radius. Such a free fall motion is not compati-
ble with a large scale poloidal magnetic field,
since a constant advection of the magnetic flux
would soon build a strong field in the inner re-
gions whose pressure would prevent any fur-
ther advection. Also, a heating by the recon-
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nection of field loops emerging from a turbu-
lent disk into an active solar-like corona is dif-
ficult to reconcile with a strong vertical field
that, unlike in the weakly magnetized solar
photosphere (β ≈ 1), would prevent the field
reversals required for reconnection.
Here we address the question of the origin
of the high temperature of coronae embedded
in a large scale, partly poloidal, strong mag-
netic field. We show that such a field actually
links the disk (where the power is) and the
corona. We illustrate this link by presenting a
mechanism that uses the field lines to extract
power from the disk to the corona.
2. Magnetic heating
Although not compatible with most models of
corona, a large scale magnetic field anchored in
the disk and extending in an overlying corona
must play a crucial role in the energy transfer.
With such a field, a strong MHD instability can
develop and produce a spiral wave within the
disk (the Accretion-Ejection Instability, Tagger
& Pellat 1999). Because of the vertical field
lines, this disk perturbation is combined with
Alfve´n and compressible waves that propagate
in the corona and carry energy. Many processes
can damp these waves and heat the corona;
most of them rely on resonance mechanisms.
Depending on the exact geometry and physi-
cal assumptions on the system, different waves
and mechanisms are dominant.
We have investigated one specific mecha-
nism that results from the resonance between
two frequencies.
1. Mostly because of gravity, coronal parti-
cles oscillate along the vertical field lines
with a frequency close to the Keplerian
one.
2. The exciting spiral wave rotates typically
with a fraction of the Keplerian frequency.
Depending on the exact conditions, this
magnetic pumping can efficiently extract en-
ergy from the disk pattern, and transfer it to
coronal particles.
The situation in microquasars is unfavorable.
Electrons oscillate too fast and only ions can be
accelerated directly, the instability amplitude is
weak (δB/B ≈ 0.1 ) and the Compton cool-
ing is drastically efficient. As a result, mag-
netic pumping in microquasars can only extract
a small fraction of the accretion power (typi-
cally f < 0.01) and is insufficient to explain the
coronal temperature (Belmont & Tagger 2005).
The central black hole of our Galaxy also has
an accretion disk, a probable vertical field, and
exhibits emission from a gas of very hot elec-
trons during flares (see A. Goldwurm?s talk).
Conditions for the magnetic pumping seem
more favorable there. The wave is stronger
(δB/B/ ≈ 1), relativistic effects decrease the
oscillation frequency of electrons, enabling a
direct heating, the fraction of the accretion
power needed to be transferred to the hot gas
is smaller, radiative cooling is less efficient
(τcool ≈ τdyn).
3. Conclusion
There will be no direct observational evidence
about the strength and structure of the mag-
netic field with any of the planned missions.
However, indirect observations with Simbol-X
will give new constrains. Better observations
of the hard energy tail will give access to a
better understanding of the link between the
corona and the accretion disk (e.g. phase tran-
sitions, Quasi-Periodic Oscillations, long term
evolution of the magnetic flux threading the
disk Tagger et al. 2004). Simbol-X will allow
to better characterize the high energy spectrum
of the electrons at the Galactic center during
flares at a closer distance from the central black
hole, in particular, the time evolution of the
spectral slope.
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